limitations faced in such environments are due to the complex propagation of the GNSS signals (multipath) and due to the different attenuation of the signals coming from different satellites, which may cause cross-correlation peaks to be on the order or even higher than the true autocorrelation one, also known as near-far (NF) problem.
These limitations have led to four main groups of strategies with all sorts of combinations of them in the form of hybridized receivers:
 High-sensitivity GNSS receivers,  Positioning using sensors (inertial, pressure, optical…),  Positioning using telecom/wireless networks,  GNSS pseudolites.
High-sensitivity GNSS receivers are the stand-alone approach to cope with the weak signal problem, these receivers are designed to exploit the little energy that reaches them, which in general terms has been translated into the use of open-loop or snapshot architectures that dwell on the incoming signal for extremely long periods (compared to conventional GNSS receivers). By means of long non-coherent integration, they can achieve low sensitivity, and avoid the effects of bit transitions and clock drifts [1] .
The idea of High-sensitivity GNSS receivers is neither new nor original. In most cases previous studies have focused on weak signal acquisition. A thorough review of the indoor challenges and techniques for weak signal acquisition can be found in [2] . However, optimal weak signal tracking and transition from acquisition to tracking has not been sufficiently addressed, some examples can be found in [3] and [4] , but in this work the focus was not put into high-sensitivity techniques. In [5] while tracking techniques have been considered, only the urban case (CN0>20 dBHz) with a focus on multipath estimation has been studied. Further studies on high-sensitivity tracking techniques and characterization of the loops in the vicinity of their threshold are needed.
Regarding the multipath problem several strategies can be found in literature to mitigate its effects [6] , [7] . Some novel works have shown that it can be possible to use this effect, usually considered adverse, to improve the receiver positioning in weak signal environments [8] .
With respect to the near-far problem, inherent protection by the use of spreading codes with cross-correlation margins on the order of 24-28 dB may not be sufficient in the indoor case. Some techniques mainly based in the existing background in multiuser detection techniques for CDMA wireless communications are reviewed in [2] . However, research onto low-complexity near-far mitigation techniques is still an open area and needs further study. Longer spreading codes in modernized GNSS signals (including Galileo) provide better protection against near-far but this also brings more complex processing. Trading-off the advantages gained by the increased protection versus the added complexity is also an open research line.
Moreover, the usage of high-sensitivity techniques is not only restricted to the urban/indoor case other use cases such as space applications (HEO/LEO orbits) need these type of receiver architectures. Multipath, the propagation channel, and user dynamics are vastly different but the signal attenuation can be similar to the indoor case.
INTRODUCTION
The work presented in this paper has been developed within the frame of the High-Sensitivity Receivers (HISENS) project, which was developed by a consortium including GMV, UAB, RUAG and Tecnalia and funded by the European Space Agency.
The purpose is to perform an extensive evaluation of the leading edge high sensitivity GNSS signal processing techniques in the following use cases:
 Static Indoor  Dynamic Indoor  Urban Canyon  Space Applications Firstly, the paper provides a performance assessment of the different high-sensitivity techniques in order to select the most promising ones. The analysed techniques include:  Open-loop / Snapshot Techniques (Acquisition): -Advanced correlation techniques -NF Detection Techniques -NF Mitigation Technique -Multipath Detection  Closed-loop Techniques (Tracking).
In order to further investigate and evaluate the performances of the selected high-sensitivity techniques a test campaign was carried out covering the four different use cases, each one being tested with simulated (using a SPIRENT simulator) and real data, except for the space applications case which was only tested with the simulator. The RF samples were collected with the Proof of Concept platform developed within the HISENS project, which is based on Tecnalia's HORUS3000 dual-frequency FrontEnd, a flexible and fully user controlled GNSS RF-FE configured to record samples in L1/E1 and L5/E5a bands.
The paper starts assessing the performance of the different known GNSS signal processing techniques, selecting the most suitable ones to be tested in each use case with the simulated and real data. Then the platform used to collect the RF samples is described along with the configuration of the simulated and real tests. Finally, the results obtained for each use case are provided comparing the performance of the different techniques also assessing the impact on the positioning and timing accuracy.
Weak signal conditions are certainly the main obstacle for the ubiquitous operation of GNSS receivers, particularly in indoor/urban environments. Problems arise when GNSS receivers are moving indoors, since the severe attenuation makes it very difficult to detect/track the received signals.
Two families of high sensitivity signal processing techniques were evaluated:
 Enhanced Snapshot Processing Techniques (Openloop)  Innovative Closed-loop Techniques
ENHANCED

SNAPSHOT PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
The main adverse effects on the detection of weak signal conditions are the following: a) Signals broadcast from satellites in view are not detected by the GNSS receiver, or conversely, a satellite not in view is declared to be present. b) Signals broadcast from satellites in view are detected, but the accuracy of the measurement has a huge error.
For this reason, the presence of weak signal conditions is a dramatic challenge on the signal processing algorithms. It is clear that to be eventually able to detect weak signals, there is no choice but to accumulate the received signal during long observation intervals, but coherent integration alone may not yield a sufficient signal to-noise ratio to permit a reliable decision in the detection of satellites.
When the received signal arrives highly attenuated, it is necessary to dramatically increase the integration time. In that case, Post-Detection Integration (PDI) techniques are applied. In fact, the correlation extends to non-coherent (using the squared absolute value, conventionally) to prevent the residual Doppler error from accumulating and cancelling the signal. If this happened, the total integration would decrease to zero instead of gradually increase, which would not allow us to take a reliable decision in the detection of the satellites. Increasing the dwell time in twodimensional frequency-time hypothesis testing is, in practical terms, one of the most effective ways for Assisted Global Navigation Satellite Systems and GNSS receivers to achieve higher sensitivity [9] . This is the so-called High Sensitive GNSS principle, and it is based on improving the receiver sensitivity through the use of extended correlations combining coherent and noncoherent integration. More specifically, first coherent correlation is employed, and then the outputs of several coherent correlations are non-coherently accumulated from the nonlinear operations. Due to the complexity caused by the widely implemented method of FFT-based acquisition, a great challenge is how to reduce the complexity of the overall system [10] . The complexity of the procedure can be reduced by using "double-FFT algorithm". It allows us to efficiently carry out the time-frequency search using almost exclusively FFT operations [11] .
The question is that is not clear which we want to clarify with this study is the method that should be used to perform non-coherent correlation with best performance. Different papers are focused on this problem and they have proposed different techniques or strategies in order to improve the sensitivity of non-coherent correlation.
Double-FFT Method
Efficient acquisition can be implemented through the "double-FFT method" [11] [12] [13] [14] . Such a method is an evolution of the snapshot-based processing in [15] . It assumes that blocks of samples of two codes durations are stacked into matrix form. Then, two FFT operations are applied to this matrix. The first one is done to carry out the convolution with the local code. The second one is done to jointly estimate the Doppler and the secondary code shift. Figure 1 is the graphical representation of the fundamentals of this method. It can be seen how the basic data matrix (M) is constructed. This matrix will be the core structure for the delay and Doppler search explained later.
Figure 1 Schematic representation of the signal samples to be considered for the double FFT method
The length of the secondary code is indicated by , the number of code chips by , and the number of samples per chip by . Note that the figure above supposes that data signals and all-ones secondary codes are used. However, the procedure can be adapted for pilot components and a different secondary code. For instance, the length of the secondary code of the E1C signal is 25 bits ('0011100000001010110110010') can play more or less the role of the sequence of 20 PRN codes within a bit of the GPS L1 C/A signal, which was the one originally assumed in the double-FFT method.
Once the double data blocks have been stacked into matrix , fast convolution is achieved by performing the following operation = [( · ) ⊗ ( · )], with the discrete Fourier matrix, the local code of the E1C signal matrix (assuming e.g. that we are processing the Galileo E1 pilot) with replicate columns, ⊗ the Schur-Hadamard product, and the inverse discrete Fourier matrix. In practice, the efficient implementation of this equation involves the substitution of the DFT transform by the FFT.
Once fast convolution is performed, a sliding submatrix selects some of the terms in matrix as shown in Figure  2 , and takes the FFT of each row. The dimensions of this sliding matrix are (
x ) so that a total of FFT are calculated by zero-padding the signal samples until the required frequency resolution to detect Doppler is achieved. The size of the zero-padded FFT is to be referred as .
Figure 2 Iterations for the code delay and Doppler search
The results of the FFT operations with the rows of the data matrix are stored in an acquisition hypercube whose dimensions are equal to ( x x ). To extend the integration time and avoid unknown symbol transitions, non-coherent integration is performed with the values contained within the hypercube. The final step after moving the sliding matrix up to Nr positions is to feed the hypercube to the threshold decision block to detect the signal and estimate the code delay and the Doppler frequency.
Advanced Correlation Techniques
Different techniques of non-coherent integration were analysed. The main ones are briefly described hereafter:
Non-coherent Post-Detection Integration (NPDI) is the technique most commonly used in the non-coherent integration, it sums the squared absolute values of the coherent correlations [16] .
Where is the number of non-coherent integrations ( = 1, … , ) and ( , ) are outputs of the coherent integration.
Alternatively, the Differential Post-Detection Integration (DPDI) [17] can be used. It is expressed as:
The basis of the DPDI is that the noise components of two coherent correlations are uncorrelated with each other, while the signal components are strongly correlated. The lack of correlation between the two consecutive noises allows us to reduce the effect of squaring the noise. Thereby, DPDI provides a sensitivity gain over NPDI.
Another variant of DPDI is the Different Differential (DD). It has the same structure as the DPDI, but it contains the absolute value within the summation:
Another alternative is the Generalized Post-Detection Integration Truncated (GPDIT) [18] and it can be expressed as:
The key point of this technique is that combines the term corresponding to NPDI with the one corresponding to DPDI, which could lead to a better detection probability than NPDI and DPDI.
Another practical approach based on the Generalized PostDetection Integration was proposed in [19] . This method is so-called fractional GPDI and it is the same as ( , ), but with some terms raised to a different exponent.
An additional method has been proposed in recent years [20] . The main idea behind this method is that it combines the term corresponding to NPDI with a new term. This new term is referred to as squaring detector (SD) and it consist of summing the squared values of the outputs of the coherent integrator. The method is defined by:
The last studied method, to which we refer as GPDITSD, is a novel contribution and is the result of putting together terms of the GPDIT with the SD:
In order to compare these techniques a wide number of simulations were performed testing the Galileo E1 signal for different C/N0 values (10, 12 and 17 dBHz) and different values of coherent integration: 100ms, 500ms and 1000ms (each one tested for different number of noncoherent integrations). Moreover, two types of simulations were employed, besides both include complex additive Gaussian white noise, the first set does not include phase noise while the second includes the phase noise due to the oscillator, which was generated for three different kind of clocks: Chip Scale Atomic Clocks (CSAC), Temperature
Compensated Crystal Oscillator (TCXO) and OvenControlled Crystal Oscillator (OCXO). The conclusions of the analysis are presented hereafter.
Without Phase Noise:
When the Doppler frequency error is 0 Hz GPDITSD has the best performance in terms of probability of detection, regardless of the number of non-coherent integrations.
Comparing the performance of the methods formed by one term (NPDI, DPDI and SD), when the number of noncoherent integrations is greater than 5, DPDI has the best performance, and when it is smaller than 5 SD has the best performance. However, when the Doppler frequency error is a uniform random variable of ±50Hz, GPDIT has the best performance in terms of probability of detection, regardless of the number of non-coherent integrations, while SD method suffers a significant degradation. Hence, GPDIT outperforms GPDITSD. Comparing the performance of the methods formed by one term, the SD method suffers a significant degradation being worse than the others, and when the number of non-coherent integration is greater than 5, DPDI outperforms NPDI. However, when the number of non-coherent is smaller, the performance of the NPDI and DPDI tends to be the same. The phase noise error introduced by the GNSS receiver clock limits the duration of the coherent integration due to the de-coherence of the carrier during long intervals. The clock error can be modelled and generated using a 2-state system: The performances of the correlation techniques have been analysed for three types of clocks (see Table 1 ):  TCXO: can be used to integrate up to 100 ms coherently, with a small degradation of the different correlation methods. However, when coherent integration time is 500ms, it is not possible to satisfactorily detect the signal.  CSAC: can be used up to 500 ms of coherent integration, but the performance of the methods has a slight degradation at 500 ms. Integrating 1000 ms coherently, the methods show a considerable degradation.  OCXO: can be perfectly used to integrate 1000ms. The performance of the methods is very similar to the case without the phase noise. To conclude, the best option for high-sensitivity receivers it to use a medium-quality OCXO clock
Figure 5 Clock Error Modelling
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Near-Far
The near-far effect (or MAI, Multiple-Access Interference) is defined as the condition in which a receiver is affected by a strong signal that hampers the detection of a weaker signal [21] . It is very common in cellular wireless mobile communication systems, and it is particularly relevant in CDMA spread-spectrum communication systems, such as GNSS systems like GPS and Galileo.
The origin of the near-far effect lies in the different attenuation losses incurred by the different propagation paths caused by the presence of different obstacles that the signals coming from the satellites have to pass through.
Two different problems at signal processing level regarding near-far were analysed:
 Near-far detection: discriminating between the correlation peaks corresponding to the desired signal and cross-correlation peaks caused by strong interfering signals.  Near-far mitigation: suppress strong interfering signals, so that the weaker desired ones can be acquired afterwards.
Near-Far Detection
The use of spreading codes provides the acquisition process with some inherent robustness against near-far, meaning that the correlation output is not affected by nearfar when it is present with an NFR of up to a limited value. GPS L1 C/A and Galileo E1 codes present a crosscorrelation protection of about 24dB and 27-28dB respectively for a zero Doppler shift, whereas the protection may decrease by 3-4 dB for any non-zero Doppler shift [22] . However, in indoor environments, urban canyons or space applications the near-far ratio can reach 25-30dB easily and the inherent robustness of GNSS signals may not be enough to withstand the near-far effect.
In these situations, the use of near-far detectors is recommended.
When a received satellite is affected by the near-far effect, the correlation output contains the contribution of the desired signal, and also the interference contribution due to non-zero cross-correlation between spreading codes. Thus, the objective of near-far detection techniques is to determine whether a satellite is affected by near-far or not by analysing if the peaks of the correlation output correspond to a weak real weak signal or are caused by a strong interfering signal.
In single-snapshot near-far detection techniques, a statistical hypothesis testing is employed to distinguish between the scenario where near-far is present (also known as the H1 condition) and the scenario with near-far absent (H0 condition), as an attempt to exploit the differences in the statistics at the correlation output in H0 and H1:  When near-far is absent, the correlation output excluding the region surrounding the main peak is dominated by thermal noise. In this case, the squared samples of the correlator output will follow a 2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, standing for the number of non-coherent integrations.  When near-far is present, the correlation output is dominated by the cross-correlation between the strong interfering signal and the code replica of the signal to be acquired. In this case, the statistical distribution of the squared correlator output differs from a 2 distribution.
The following near-far detectors were analysed:  Chi-Square Goodness Of Fit (GOF): is a hypothesis testing technique [23] checking whether the squared samples of the correlator follow a 2 distribution.  Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence: is another method to quantify the distance to a 2 distribution of the squared samples of the correlation output.  Threshold crossings: tackles on the different statistics of the squared cross-correlation samples in the presence and in the absence of near-far accounting for the number of threshold crossings to a given threshold [24] .  Ratio between two largest correlation peaks: looks at the ratio in power of the received signals [25] . It differs from the previous ones in the fact that it involves all the correlation output samples, including the main peak, whereas the previous approaches exclude the main peak and its surrounding area. In this technique, the decision on near-far detection is carried out by looking at the ratio between the two largest correlation peaks of the correlation output.
The following conclusions can be drawn.  NFR 24dB: near-far is detected, starting with probabilities of around 25% for all techniques except for the peaks ratio detector, with a probability of 20%. The peaks ratio detector shows the worst performance for all probabilities of false alarm. On the other hand, for a probability of false alarm of up to 50%, the threshold crossings detector outperforms the rest of techniques. The chi-square GOF and the KL distance show a similar performance.
Figure 9 Comparison of NF detection techniques -ROC curves for NFR 24 dB
 NFR 26dB: all techniques show a similar performance, except for the peaks ratio detector. Whereas the former group starts with a detection probability of more than 60%, the latter starts at 60% and never reaches the others. For a probability of false alarm of up to 15-20% the rest of the techniques perform similarly, but for more than 20%, the threshold crossings detector is fairly outperformed by the chi-square GOF and the KL divergence.
Figure 10 Comparison of NF detection techniques -ROC curves for NFR 26 dB
 NFR 28dB: all techniques show a similar performance, except again for the peaks ratio detector. Whereas the former group starts with a probability of near-far detection of more than 90%, the latter starts at 80% and never reaches the others.
Figure 11 Comparison of NF detection techniques -ROC curves for NFR 28 dB
 NFR 30dB: all techniques (except for the peaks ratio detector) are capable of detecting near-far with a probability close to 100% for a probability of false alarm of 0.24%.
The most critical value of NFR is 24dB, since it is the limit between the inherent protection of spreading codes and near-far detection when the inherent protection fails.
Near-Far Mitigation
Once the near-far interference is detected during the acquisition process of a weak signal coming from a given satellite, near-far mitigation techniques can be applied. They aim is to suppress the strong interfering signals so Threshold crossing Chi-Square GoF KL distance Peaks ratio that such weak desired signals could be acquired afterwards by means of a standard acquisition process.
Multiuser detection (MUD) technology is widely used to deal with the near-far problem, and its application to CDMA systems constitutes the main background for nearfar mitigation in GNSS. Near-far mitigation techniques are categorized into two main groups:  Linear multiuser detectors [26] are claimed to be efficient strategies in decreasing the MAI effects in GPS receivers. Nonetheless, not only do they require the cross-correlation matrix to be calculated but also its inverse, which may translate into a high computational burden. Besides, parameters from all the active users in the system also need to be estimated, including the message data, and furthermore the noise is likely to be enhanced throughout the process [27] .  Cancellation techniques; a good overview of which is found in [28] . They are attractive to near-far mitigation in high-sensitivity GNSS receivers, since they have advantages of low computational complexity and easy implementation. They can be classified in two main categories: -Interference cancellation techniques: strong signals are identified and then directly subtracted from the received input signal prior to the correlation of the weaker one [29] . This group of techniques is sometimes also referred to as soft near-far mitigation techniques, mainly comprising successive (SIC) [25] or parallel (PIC) [30] interference cancellation techniques. [28] states that PIC provides better performance when all the strong signals have similar signal levels, whereas SIC outperforms for different strong signal levels. -Subspace projection methods: the strong interfering signals are directly suppressed form the received input signal by using different algorithms based on projection operations. Subspace projection techniques are sometimes also be referred to as hard near-far mitigation techniques: o Subspace projection technique: the objective is to obtain a new signal in which the contribution of the strong signals has been cancelled, this is achieved by computing the projection of the total input signal onto the strong signals subspace [31] . This projection requires the knowledge of the strong signals amplitude, code delay and Doppler frequency ( [32] proves that the projection operator actually does not depend on the carrier phase estimates). o Adaptive code replica techniques: consist in building a different code that rejects the strong signal cross-correlation while still being able to observe the desired weak signal [33] . These new codes are slightly modified versions of the original codes, which are more orthogonal to strong signals and aim to provide the original codes with some immunity to interferences, and they have the property of being able to extract the component of the weak signal subspace that does not lie within the strong interfering signal subspace. Nonetheless, they require a significant amount of matrix operations to construct the codes which could be a problem in real-time.
In both interference cancellation and subspace projection techniques, estimation of the parameters of the strong signals is needed for further signal reconstruction, but since they are the result of an estimation process, they inevitably contain errors. The former are found to be very sensitive to signal reconstruction errors, reducing their effectiveness. Moreover, the methods are further complicated by strong signal multipath and data-bit modulation, which can lead to a raise of the noise floor or even introduce additional interference [33] . The implementation of SIC/PIC also requires storage of a significant number of IF samples [28] , which also translates into higher complexity in terms of storage memory, and continuous adjustment and monitoring of the satellite which is being subtracted needs to be done due to time and frequency variations. This last issue is a recognized difficulty in SIC. With this being said, the subspace projection technique was chosen to be analysed for near-far mitigation in the HISENS project.
Subspace Projection Technique
Since an estimation of the strong interfering signal is needed for the reconstruction of the strong signal, there are many factors that may affect the accuracy of such reconstruction, leading to situations in which a portion of the interference still remains in the projected signal. These factors can be estimation errors in the synchronization parameters (Doppler shift, code delay) of the strong signal, as well as the effects of filtering the input signal, quantization of the input signal or misdetection of data bits in the data channel. The following conclusions have been extracted:  Even in the presence of code-delay and Doppler estimation errors in the parameters of the strong signal, the subspace-projection technique attenuates the strong signal in 15dB, which provides enough additional protection for practical cases of near-far interference. Frequency estimation errors have a more deleterious effect, as it could be expected since they produce cumulative errors between the real interfering signal and the reconstructed one, which becomes more and more evident as the correlation time increases.  The filtering of the input signal to 4, 8 and 12 MHz reduces the mitigation of the strong signal in 6, 4 and 3dB, respectively, with respect to the non-bandlimited case. This implies that the subspace-projection technique can be applied even when the input signal is strongly filtered to 4MHz, and near-far ratios on the order of 30dB can be confronted, which means that the technique is robust enough to withstand virtually all practical conditions.  The subspace-projection mitigation is hardly affected by the quantization of the input signal as long as the mitigation is done in high-accuracy (i.e. floating point) arithmetic. This is the usual approach in softwaredefined receivers. The mitigation works satisfactorily even when the signal is quantized with 2 bits, which is a usual case in commercial front-ends. In case the mitigation is done with finite arithmetic, then the result published in [34] is applicable.  As far as bit errors are concerned, the subspaceprojection technique is also able to sustain relative large values of the BER. For instance a BER=10% produces a degradation of around 2dB with respect to the near-far mitigation achieved in the absence of bit errors.
Multipath Detection
The literature about multipath detection is very limited compared to multipath mitigation. Some techniques revolve around identifying the different components that form the total correlation and try to isolate the contribution of the LOS. Another group of techniques exploits the fact that multipath is always delayed with respect to the LOS and this causes an asymmetric effect on the correlation curve. Among the former group, there are techniques exploiting the correlation peak asymmetry in presence of multipath. Two multipath detection methods were analysed:  Slope Asymmetry Metric (SAM): is obtained by comparing the left and right slopes of the received signal correlation peak [35] . Ideally, both slopes should be equal and sign reversed, thus their sum should be theoretically close to zero.  Slope Coherence Time (SCT): if the SAM is obtained for several snapshots, the time covariance of the SAM will be affected by the presence of multipath [35] .
In the analysis it was observed that SAM and SCT are useful techniques to detect multipath that is coherent with the LOS signal. For high-sensitivity applications, which demand long coherent integration periods, coherent multipath is present mainly in static or low dynamic scenarios because the multipath components with a moderate Doppler spread are filtered out by the long coherent correlation process (multipath components with moderate Doppler spread become incoherent with the LOS signal when the integration time is longer than the inverse of the Doppler spread and hence they do not affect the LOS correlation curve), which is an advantage. Therefore, depending on the Doppler spread of the multipath, its effect may be visible on the mean or on the variance of the SAM, and in the latter case, the SCT may provide useful information about its value. Finally, the occurrence of NLOS produces an increase of the SAM variance
INNOVATIVE CLOSED-LOOP TECHNIQUES
Three types of closed loop techniques were reviewed:  Optimisation of constant bandwidth tracking  Adaptive bandwidth tracking  KF-based tracking
The main reference for the first type of techniques is the DLL/ PLL classical receiver architecture. The most relevant technique among this family to be analysed is the DLL/ FPLL. In this configuration, the PLL is aided by a FLL, providing potentially more robustness and adaptability. Finally, DLL/ FLL architecture will also be analysed as reference, since it can be relevant for the transition from acquisition to tracking.
Regarding the last two families, the best performance is achieved with an adaptive-R Kalman Filter (AKF) since it provides a systematic approach for the dynamic definition of the bandwidth according to the environment -in this case driven by CN0. It is based on leaving the model uncertainty fixed, , 2 = 2 , and then letting the measurement noise , 2 evolve as a function of time. The advantage of this approach is that we can easily cope with weak signals by adjusting , 2 accordingly, so as to match the current working conditions [36] , [37] , [38] .
As a conclusion, the following techniques were analysed: DLL/FLL, DLL/PLL, DLL/FPLL and AKF/PLL. The analysis covered simulations with AWGN, static and dynamic multipath and space applications using ESA's ADAPT platform [39] , a semi-analytical platform (not bittrue) that allows comparing the tracking loop techniques testing them in a wide variety of conditions.
AWGN Sensitivity
An indoor static environment was tested with the semianalytical platform to see the best performances the techniques can achieve when the signal had no dynamics at all. The obtained results showed that all the techniques can track code down to a CN0 of 0dB-Hz (this low C/N0 is possible because the semi-analytical platform simulated a completely static test without satellite dynamics), but when it comes to robustness the DLL technique presents better results than the AKF, with an inferior number of loss-oflock iterations. It has been observed that in order to use the adaptive mechanism of the AKF a good CN0 estimator capable of working at low CN0 environments is required (which is very difficult). Fixing the CN0 input with a low value, presents similar performance to the DLL, so this AKF (with fixed low CN0) can also be seen as a candidate. Regarding phase tracking, the PLL can track down to 0 dBHz, but the FPLL only is capable of tracking down to 10 dB-Hz (the FLL component is does not bring any advantage for static scenarios), having less robustness than the PLL. For these reasons the most reliable technique is the PLL/DLL. When it comes to modulations the GPS L5 presents the best accuracy due to its chip size and the GPS L1 C/A is very similar to the Galileo E1C. For the indoor pedestrian dynamics scenario the tracking limits are higher than in the static one. Code tracking is only possible for CN0's higher than 10 dB-Hz; there is the need to increase the integration time to "reject" the noise but with dynamics this time cannot be very high and because of that it is not possible to track for very low CN0's. Phase tracking is only possible for CN0's higher than 15dB-Hz. When it comes to the techniques, the most robust and accurate code tracking technique configuration is the DLL/FLL, due to the fact that it can handle higher integration times than the PLL and FPLL and it is better in following the user dynamics, providing better results when acceleration is present. Unfortunately the FLL cannot track phase, but frequency, therefore if there is the need to track phase the FLL cannot be considered and FPLL is then preferred.
Static and Dynamic Multipath
In the static multipath scenario we have seen that code tracking can be maintained below 15dB-Hz for GPS L1 C/A while Galileo E1 CBOC(6,1,1/11) appears to struggle in low CN0 environments, only presenting reasonable results above 15 dB-Hz. The CBOC modulation appears to only present an advantage over the GPS L1 BPSK(1) for CN0 values above 20dB-Hz. Note that at this CN0 level the CBOC ACF shape becomes an advantage, due to its sharper and narrower main peak, allowing a better code tracking resolution.
Figure 19 Multipath: comparison of results -Static
In the case of dynamic multipath we have seen that the carrier-techniques have a lot of problems when dealing simultaneously with user dynamics and low CN0 environments. From all the techniques used, FPLL presents better phase and Doppler estimates between 15dB-Hz and 25dB-Hz and should be considered in scenarios where dynamics are involved. Nevertheless phase tracking is very difficult below CN0 of 15dB-Hz and should not be expected.
Figure 20 Multipath: comparison of results -Dynamic
Space Applications
The scenarios involving satellite orbits have shown to be very challenging. The first test case considered the possibility to have data demodulation during an orbital manoeuvre for LEO and GEO. We have seen that for LEO using a data channel code and phase tracking is not possible for CN0 values below 30dB-Hz. It appears that the carrier techniques were not able to handle simultaneously the tasks of dynamic tracking, noise rejection and data demodulation. For a GEO orbital manoeuvre it is possible to have GPS L1 C/A data demodulation for CN0 values down to 22.5dB-Hz with 50% of data demodulation probability and 25dB for 90%.
When testing sensitivity to dynamics for orbital manoeuvres, it was seen that seen that the higher the initial Doppler error the higher the probability of the iterations to be in loss-of-lock. Recall that this initial error was introduced in order to simulate the acquisition process. Furthermore it was identified that below CN0 of 20dB-Hz it becomes very difficult to correct these errors.
Regarding the techniques, the performance of the configurations DLL/FPLL and DLL/PLL is very similar in terms of code robustness, but when it comes to phase robustness the FPLL presents better results than the PLL (the PLL loses lock and the FPLL has cycle slips, which do not threaten the data demodulation) for data demodulation purposes.
Figure 21 GPS L1 C/A comparison of results -High Dynamics
Manoeuvre-like environment was also tested for a LEO satellite without data demodulation. We have seen that it is possible to have code and phase tracking during manoeuvres for CN0 around 25dB-Hz. Below this threshold it becomes very difficult for the carrier techniques to deal both with dynamic stress and noise rejection.
Figure 22 Analysis of tracking performance for different initial Doppler errors -High Dynamics
Overall, the technique that performed the best for carrier tracking was FPLL, since it could deal with higher order dynamics better than PLL and it could provide phase tracking, something that FLL cannot do.
Remarks
For code tracking the best performances are provided by the conventional DLL and AKF but fixing the estimated C/N0 at low levels. Regarding phase there are some good candidates depending on the scenario. For static users the conventional PLL should be used. Nevertheless if dynamics are involved then it might be best to use FPLL. Also, adaptive-bandwidth PLL (APLL), which incorporates a loop bandwidth adaptive mechanism based on the C/N0 level, was considered as a candidate technique.
It was seen that carrier tracking below 15dB-Hz is in general very difficult if not impossible. Therefore at this level, carrier techniques that minimize the noise should be used: PLL, and in the case of dynamics, FLL. For CN0 above 15dB-Hz it as seen that FPLL performed the best for dynamics and PLL for static.
Furthermore and based on this information a new architecture should be considered, one that allows carrier tracking to switch between techniques, PLL to FPLL or FLL before declaring loss-of-lock, since it is possible to have code tracking without phase tracking. Such architecture could minimize the declaration of losses-oflock and avoid the acquisition process which can be very time and resource consuming.
SELECTED HIGH-SENSITIVITY TECHNIQUES
The following high-sensitivity GNSS signal processing techniques were selected to be tested with the HISENS PoC Demonstrator at GPS L1 and L5 and Galileo E1 and E5a bands. The list includes some novel techniques, in particular for non-coherent integration and near-far detection: The following figures show the high level design of the whole platform and its physical architecture:
Figure 23 High level design of the PoC
The PoC HW platform is formed by the following elements:  GNSS Antennas: two different antennas are used, one dual-band high-grade antenna (Novatel GPS-703-GGG) and a low quality patch antenna (Taoglas L1 patch antenna).  Amplifier+Splitter: used to feed the RF signal to the two channels in the Front-End to take samples in L1 and L5 bands at the same time (GPS Source 2-Way Splitter).  GNSS RF Front-End: the Tecnalia HORUS3000 multi-constellation GNSS RF-FE is a superheterodyne RF Front-End with 4 channels, each with an independent LO (programmable PLL) to receive any GNSS frequency bands from 1 to 2GHz. HORUS3000 connects to a Xilinx FPGA evaluation board by means of a LPC FMC connector.  OCXO: A medium-grade OCXO, very stable in the short term (to allow long integration times) is employed to feed the Front-End (Axtal AXIOM95).  Laptop: Connected to the Xilinx FPGA is used to store the RF samples collected by the Front-End.
Figure 24 HISENS PoC HW elements
The PoC SW platform is a high-sensitivity SW receiver formed by the following elements:  Open-Loop module: implements the selected enhanced snapshot high-sensitivity techniques capable of acquiring the GPS (L1 C/A and L5-Q) and Galileo (E1C and E5a-Q) signals stored in the RF sample files collected by the Front-End. It is based on an evolution of ESA's DINGPOS platform [40] .  Closed-Loop module: implements the selected closedloop techniques capable of tracking the GPS (L1 C/A and L5-Q) and Galileo (E1C and E5a-Q) signals stored in the RF sample files collected by the Front-End. The tracking is started using the code delay and Doppler estimated by the open-loop techniques. It is based on an evolution of ESA's ROCAT bit-true platform.  PVT module: it provides a PVT solution (weighted LS with meas. rejection) using the code delays and the Doppler measurements estimated by the acquisition or the tracking modules. The code ambiguity is solved by using the technique described in [41] .
TEST CAMPAIGN
The HISENS test campaign covered the following use cases:
Four signals were selected to be processed in the tests, being most of them pilot signals to allow increasing the coherent integration time:  GPS L1 C/A: BPSK(1)  GPS L5-Q: BPSK(10)  Galileo E1C: CBOC(6,1,1/11)  Galileo E5a-Q: AltBOC (15, 10) There were two different types of test cases with respect to the way in which the RF samples were collected:
 Simulation: the GNSS RF signal was generated using ESA's GSS9000 Spirent simulator at ESTEC's GNSS Lab.
The four use cases were tested with the simulator setting accuracy, robustness and sensitivity tests (decreasing the C/N0 of the signals in steps of several seconds) for indoor and urban use cases, and different parts of LEO, HEO and GEO orbits for space applications.
As the Spirent simulator allows complete control of the generated signals, a complete L1&L5 GPS constellation was simulated along with a fully populated Galileo constellation. Also, to increase the coherent integration time the pilot signals were used, and in the case of the GPS L1 C/A the navigation message bits were forced to a constant state (i.e. setting all bits to 0), thus simulating as if the navigation data would have been wiped-off. 
Sensitivity Tests
In the sensitivity tests the C/N0 was configured to decrease with time. Thus, the following figures show how lower C/N0 can be acquired when the integration time is increased. With an acquisition integration length of 500ms it is possible to have good acquisition results at C/N0 values down to 20dB-Hz. Below this empirical threshold acquisition length must be increased to values up to 5 s. With this configuration it is possible to acquire signals around or below 10dB-Hz, and also with an integration length of 10 s signals with a C/N0 close to 5dB-Hz. But with 10 s the results were not considerable better than with 5 s in order to justify using such a long acquisition length.
It is important to remark that as the acquisition integration time increases so does the memory and time required to process the simulation. Similar results were obtained for GAL E1C.
Figure 31 Static Indoor Sensitivity Test Results -NPDI GAL E1C
Figure 32 Static Indoor Sensitivity -Comparison of probability of acquisition for different techniques: GAL E1C
In both GPS L1 C/A and GAL E1C results it can be seen that NPDI method shows better probability of acquisition than the GPDIT and GPDITSD for long integration time values. However, the GPDIT may provide an improvement over the NPDI method as, theoretically, the larger the number of non-coherent correlation, the more difference might exist between the GPDIT and the NPDI in a Gaussian channel. This issue is currently under analysis.
Similar results are obtained in the dynamic indoor and In the urban canyon sensitivity tests: 
SAM
In Figure 38 it is possible to see the SAM results evaluating the distortion of the correlation peak (mainly due to multipath effects). Note that the distortion effect on SV27 can be clearly identified with this metric. When multipath is present and affects the correlation peak SAM provides high positive or negative values. 
Near-Far Mitigation
The next figures present a test for NPDI with and without Near-far mitigation. It is possible to see that when the mitigation is used the NPDI technique is able to identify a satellite previously not acquired. Figure 46 provide the temporal STDEV (using a sliding window) of the code delay and Doppler measurements . Note that the code STDEV results with AKF appear more stable than DLL, despite the longer integration time of 40ms. This is a result of using a Kalman-type filter which provides the best configurations at each time instant. Also note that the FLL presents better results (more stable and lower amplitude) than PLL. This result is a translates of the fact that PLL tracks phase and only afterwards derives Doppler-frequency estimates while the FLL directly tracks Doppler-Frequency but does not provide any information about phase measurements. With respect to the coarse time estimation, the typical deviation of the combined solution is around 15-30 ms in indoor and urban tests and around 1 ms or less in space application tests.
CONCLUSIONS
A complete overview of the leading edge high-sensitivity techniques has been provided in the first part of the paper along with the analysis of their performances based on simulations. Thus, contributing to understand the highsensitivity challenges and to identify the most promising techniques.
The PoC demonstrator has been described along with the different tests aiming to cover the four use cases relevant for the application of high sensitivity techniques:  Static Indoor (SI)  Dynamic Indoor (DI)  Urban Canyon (UC)  Space Applications (SA)
The test results have been obtained using real signals and signals generated with a Spirent simulator (GSS9000) and collected with a dual-frequency Front-End. The different techniques were tested with GPS L1 C/A and L5-Q and Galileo E1C and E5a-Q signals. Finally, the data already collected in the tests and the described PoC demonstrator, which was especially designed for collecting RF samples and testing the high sensitivity techniques with them, represent a powerful tool for future improvements or research in any of these techniques.
